Attack on Foy and Noville
- Attacks on the twin cities
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Bois Jacques woods
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Historical Background
In January 1945, Easy Company of the 101st airborne was poised to take the small village of Foy along a road that
stretched from Bastogne to Noville to the North. Easy Company was in a part of the forest to the South of Foy, and when
they stepped into the Bois Jacques forest to the North, they immediately lost contact with platoons and even on the
squad level because of the dense snow and trees. The 26th SS Panzer grenadier Regiment of the 12th SS Division hit to
the right of Easy Company with tanks, artillery, and infantry, inflicting heavy losses. As darkness was coming on, the
men were ordered to dig in. This is their position when you take over in the morning. Command well and win, command
poorly, and ... you know.

Briefing
Allies: Take 6 command cards and 2 winter combat cards
and move first.
Axis: Take 5 command cards and 1 winter combat card
and move second.

Conditions of Victory
Allies: You must take five medals to win with one of
these being a majority medal from Foy or Noville.
Axis: Take 7 medals.

Special Rules

The two artillery units on the Allied baseline are mobile
artillery. For rules on mobile artillery, see Troops card
#14.
Two of the German artillery are German Heavy Anti-Tank
Guns. For rules on German 88's see Troops card #23.
For rules on combat engineers, see Troops card #4.
For rules on Mortar SWA infantry, see SWA card #6.
For rules on Anti-Tank SWA, see SWA card #5.
For rules on Machine Gun SWA, see SWA card #7.
Winter Weather rules are in effect, see Actions card #26.
Combat Cards are in effect, see Actions card #25.
For rules on Road Block, see Terrain card #40.
The minefield is set up by the Axis player. For rules on
minefields, see Terrain card #29.

The medals at Foy and Noville are temporary majority
medals objectives.
The single infantry unit at Foy is a German sniper. For
rules on snipers, see Troops card #10.
The single armor unit on the German side is a Tiger tank.
For rules on Tiger tanks, see Troops card #16.
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